Quasi 18-hour wave activity in ground-based observed mesospheric H₂O over Bern, Switzerland
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Abstract. Observations of oscillations in the abundance of middle atmospheric trace gases can provide insight into the dynamics of the middle atmosphere. Long term, high temporal resolution and continuous measurements of dynamical tracers within the strato- and mesosphere are rare, but would be important to better understand the impact of atmospheric waves on the middle atmosphere. Here we report on water vapor measurements from the ground-based microwave radiometer MIAW ARA located close to Bern during two winter periods of 6 months from October to March. Oscillations with periods between 6 and 30 hours are analyzed in the pressure range 0.02–2 hPa. Seven out of twelve months have the highest wave amplitudes between 15 and 21 hour periods in the mesosphere above 0.1 hPa. The quasi 18-hour wave signature in the water vapor tracer is studied in more detail by analyzing its temporal evolution in the mesosphere up to an altitude of 75 km. An 18-hour oscillation in co-located zonal wind observations from the microwave Doppler wind radiometer WIRA could be identified within the pressure range 0.1–1 hPa in December 2015. The origin of the observed upper mesospheric quasi 18-hour oscillations is uncertain and could not be determined with our available data sets. Possible drivers could be low frequency inertia-gravity waves or a non-linear wave-wave interaction between the quasi 2-day wave and the diurnal tide.

1 Introduction

The dynamics of the middle atmosphere is controlled by a broad spectrum of waves. Knowledge about the wave characteristics and incidence is important, not only to better understand the elements of middle atmospheric dynamics, but carrying on to improve predictions of weather (Hardiman et al., 2011) and climate (Orr et al., 2010) models. Latter are getting more important since the social impact of severe weather events and climate change is increasing.

Waves with horizontal wavelengths reaching thousands of kilometers and showing periods up to several weeks are classified as planetary waves. A well-known class of planetary waves are Rossby waves (Salby, 1981b). Their periods range from 2 to approximately 18 days in the middle atmosphere, showing strong inter-annual variability (Jacobi et al., 1998). Investigations of the quasi 2-day wave are found for instance in studies by Salby (1981a); Rodgers and Prata (1981); Yue et al. (2012) and more recently by Tschanz and Kämpfer (2015), who analyzed the 2-day wave signatures in arctic middle-atmospheric water vapor measurements in conjunction with the occurrence of sudden stratospheric warmings. Characteristics of the 5-day wave were analyzed by Rosenlof and Thomas (1990); Wu et al. (1994); Riggin et al. (2006); Belova et al. (2008) and waves with even
longer periods have been observed in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (Forbes et al., 1995; McDonald et al., 2011; Scheiben et al., 2014; Rüfenacht et al., 2016).

Besides the presence of planetary waves, signatures of atmospheric tides (ter-diurnal, semi-diurnal, diurnal) can be seen in middle atmospheric constituents or parameters like wind, ozone, water vapor or temperature. Diurnal tides can be triggered by latent heat release within the troposphere (Hagan and Forbes, 2002) and can be of migrating or non-migrating nature. Overall complex interactions of atmospheric waves and coupling processes between different atmospheric layers exist. As Forbes (2009) assessed, the semi-diurnal solar thermal tide is a feature in the atmosphere of the earth, and serves to globally couple the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere and ionosphere.

Apart from direct observations of middle atmospheric wind as a proxy for dynamical patterns, it is common to use observations of H₂O that can serve as diagnostic and dynamical tracers, even from ground-based profile measurements (Liu et al., 2013; Lainer et al., 2015), due to their relative long chemical lifetime, which is on the order of weeks in the mesosphere (Brasseur and Solomon, 2006).

Here we report on ground-based observed water vapor oscillations in the mesosphere above Switzerland (46.88 °N, 7.46 °W) with a period of around 18 hours and investigate the monthly mean and temporal characteristics of the wave amplitudes. This is to our knowledge the first study that explores a quasi 18-hour dominant wave mode in wintry (Northern Hemisphere) upper mesospheric conditions with passive microwave radiometric techniques. For this investigation not only ground-based water vapor data is analyzed. Mesospheric zonal wind above Bern measured by the microwave Doppler wind radiometer WIRA (Rüfenacht et al., 2014) is also considered. The focus of this paper is on the observation of atmospheric wave signatures and their temporal evolution.

In Sect. 2 the data sets from the ground-based remote sensing instruments are described. The data processing methodology and the underlying numerical approach is part of Sect. 3. Section 4 describes and analyzes the results and some distinguished features of the present 18-hour spectral component. Possible implications of the observed wave activity in our H₂O and wind data like an impact of inertia-gravity waves or a coupling of a quasi 2-day wave to the diurnal tide is addressed in Sect. 4.3. Final conclusions are provided in Sect. 5.

2 Instruments and data sets

The advantage of ground-based microwave radiometry is to continuously measure the amount of atmospheric trace gases at altitudes between roughly 30 and 80 km under most environmental conditions. Observations are possible during day, night and under cloudy conditions. The technique is widely used to study the middle atmosphere (Kämpfer et al., 2012). In this section we present the middle atmospheric water vapor radiometer MIAWARA and Doppler wind radiometer WIRA.

2.1 Middle atmospheric water vapor radiometer

The middle atmospheric water vapor radiometer MIAWARA was built in 2002 at University of Bern (Deuber et al., 2004). The Front-End of the radiometer receives emissions from the pressure broadened rotational transition line of the H₂O molecule at
the center frequency of 22.235 GHz. For studying oscillations with periods shorter than one day, a high temporal resolution of a few hours with an evenly spaced time series is required. In our case a MIAWARA water vapor retrieval version with a temporal resolution of 3 hours is applied. The \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) retrieval from the integrated raw spectra is based on the optimal estimation method (OEM) as presented in Rodgers (2000). We use the ARTS/QPACK software (Eriksson et al., 2005, 2011), where the OEM is used to perform the inversion of the atmospheric radiative transfer model ARTS. The FFT (Fast-Fourier Transform) spectrometer in the Back-End of MIAWARA has a resolution of 60 kHz and the retrieval uses an overall spectrum bandwidth of 50 MHz. A monthly mean zonal mean Aura MLS climatology provides the a priori water vapor profile and additionally Aura MLS is used to set the pressure, temperature and geopotential height in the retrieval part. MIAWARA is part of NDACC (Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change) and is persistently probing middle atmospheric \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) from the Atmospheric Remote Sensing observatory in Zimmerwald (46.88 °N, 7.46 °E, 907 m a.s.l.) close to Bern since 2006. In the stratosphere the vertical resolution of the water vapor profiles is 11 km and degrades to about 14 km in the mesosphere (Deuber et al., 2005). A recent validation against the Aura MLS v4.2 water vapor product (Livesey et al., 2015) revealed that for most months and altitudes the relative differences between MIAWARA and Aura MLS are below 5 % (Lainer et al., 2016).

During the winter months the tropospheric humidity is lower than during summer and in consequence the microwave signal from the middle atmosphere is less attenuated by penetrating the troposphere to the ground-based receiver. Hence an integration of the signal of only 3 hours can be used to retrieve the \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) profiles. In order to define a reliable altitude range for the retrieved data, the area of the averaging kernels (the so-called measurement response) is a good indicator. A typical used threshold value range for the measurement response indicator is between 60–80 %.

The MIAWARA \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) time series between October 2014 and March 2016 is shown in Fig. 1 with a measurement response of 80 % that is represented by the white horizontal lines. Except for some outliers we consider the upper measurement limit to range within 0.02–0.04 hPa during the winter time period. In the summer season the \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) retrieval from an 3 hour signal integration has a significant lower measurement response. It is not possible to get information that is sufficiently a priori independent above approximately 0.1 hPa in the upper mesosphere. Further we note that we miss one week of MIAWARA data due to hardware problems beginning in the end of December 2015. This data gap is shown by a white bar in the MIAWARA \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) time series.

In order to provide more information on the water vapor variability in the upper mesosphere, Figs. 2 and 3 are shown. There the monthly water vapor time series of MIAWARA averaged between 0.02–0.1 hPa are plotted during the two winter time periods. It is the same altitude region where the 18-hour oscillations appeared. Later in the spectral wave analysis monthly mean wave spectra of the same months will be derived.

### 2.2 Doppler wind radiometer

In 2012 the novel wind radiometer WIRA (Rüfenacht et al., 2014) has been developed at the Institute of Applied Physics at the University of Bern. It is the only instrument capable to steadily observe wind in the otherwise sparsely probed atmospheric layer between 35 and 70 km altitude. Other techniques like rocket based meteorological measurements (Schmidlin, 1986) can provide data in this region but suffer from high operational costs, that makes them suitable for short campaigns but not
for continuous observations. WIRA, a ground-based passive microwave heterodyne receiver, observes the Doppler shifts of the pressure-broadened emission line of ozone at 142 GHz. The retrieval of zonal and meridional middle atmospheric wind components is based on OEM. The measurement uncertainty ranges from 10 to 20 m s\(^{-1}\) and the vertical resolution varies between 10 and 16 km. For more detailed information about the instrument we refer to papers by Rüfenacht et al. (2012, 2014). In order to resolve the 18-hour wave the retrieval was pushed to the limits by using measurements with an integration time of 6 hours only, instead of the usual 24-hour averages. Therefore, a new retrieval version which improves the wind accuracy of the mesospheric wind estimates has been used in this study. The WIRA instrument measured the quasi 18-hour wave over Bern in the zonal wind vector component for only a short time period between 2015-12-05 and 2015-12-09 in the pressure range 0.1–1 hPa. Figure 4 shows zonal wind data set as measured by WIRA between 2015-12-02 and 2015-12-15. In the whole altitude domain the measurement response of the WIRA radiometer is greater than 0.8.

3 Numerical method

In order to derive the wave spectrum of the MIAWARA H\(_2\)O data time series, we applied the following numerical methods: A digital band-pass filter (non-recursive finite impulse response) with a comprised Hamming window is applied to the data time series to extract amplitudes of hidden oscillations of periods between 6 and 30 hours. Performing windowing methods to measurement time series ensure that the data endpoints fit together and smooth out short-term fluctuations to put longer-term cycles to foreground. Therefore the spectral leakage can be reduced (Harris, 1978). In Studer et al. (2012) the numerical structure of the band-pass filter has been shown. Lately the filter has been used to investigate the impact of the 27-day solar rotation cycle on mesospheric water vapor (Lainer et al., 2016) and to analyze the quasi 16-day planetary wave during boreal winter (Scheiben et al., 2014). We follow the advice from Oppenheim et al. (1989) and run the filter with a zero phase lag forward and backward along the measurement and simulation time series. The cut-off frequencies of the bandpass attenuation are either set to 5% or 16.6% (depending on the analysis method) of the initialized central frequency. The central frequency prearranges the size of the Hamming window which is the triple-fold of the central period. Our filter and window setup guarantees a fast adaptability to data variations in time.

4 Results

4.1 Monthly mean H\(_2\)O wave spectra

A mean wave amplitude is obtained by averaging amplitude series over time. For example, a final H\(_2\)O wave amplitude spectrum as presented in Fig. 5 and 6 is created by computing the monthly-averaged amplitudes as a function of the period. The period range goes from 6 to 30 hours with a spectral resolution of 1 hour. Overall, 12 months of microwave radiometric water vapor measurements were processed. The mean amplitude wave spectra reveal that except for October 2014 the highest wave amplitudes are located in the 18-hour period band for the 2014/15 period. During October 2014 a different regime close to a 12 hour period is dominating. Below 1 hPa amplitudes in water vapor are small. Regarding the 18-hour variability the altitude
domain above 0.1 hPa is most interesting. During the 2015/16 period clear 18-hour signals can be found in November 2015, January and February 2016 (Fig. 6). During the other 3 months (October and December 2015, March 2016) high amplitudes show up with periods near 12 and 24 hours (tidal patterns). Clear and high wave amplitudes at exactly 18 hours are found in December 2014 (Fig. 5c), January 2016 (Fig. 6d) and February 2016 (Fig. 6e). The altitude region, where the 18-hour oscillation is prominent, is mostly above 0.1 hPa. We find monthly mean quasi 18-hour H\textsubscript{2}O amplitudes in the range 0.2–0.35 ppm. Prominent wave events with sharp 18-hour periods happened in January and February 2016. Within the subsequent section we investigate how often the 18-hour wave packets have been observed in the MIAWARA water vapor time series.

4.2 Temporal evolution of quasi 18-hour wave

We present the whole temporal evolution (12 months) of the water vapor oscillations in the quasi 18-hour period band for MIAWARA. Absolute and relative wave amplitudes, which are calculated relative to the average water vapor mixing ratio at a pressure level over the investigated time period, are presented. A short period of 4 days in December 2015 is used to compare the observed water vapor oscillations with co-located measurements of zonal wind oscillations with a similar spectral component of 18 hours.

Both the absolute and the relative amplitudes of the 18-hour wave in the MIAWARA observations show that this wave occurs quite regularly during the investigated winter months (Figs. 7 and 8). The amplitudes of the wave become highest above the mid-mesosphere (0.1 hPa). Local (in time) amplitudes reach up to 0.5 ppm or 12% in relative units. Scheiben et al. (2013) showed that in the altitude range from 3 hPa to 0.05 hPa the diurnal H\textsubscript{2}O amplitudes do not exceed 0.05 ppm. The 18-hour H\textsubscript{2}O wave emerges in packets and a growing of the amplitudes with decreasing pressure can be identified. Both wave characteristics could be reminiscent of inertia-gravity waves. But since the 18-hour period exceeds the inertia period for the location of Bern by about 1.5 h some background wind speed is required that adjusts a lower intrinsic wave period to the 18-hour period observed from ground via Doppler shifting.

From October 2015 to March 2016 WIRA has observed middle-atmospheric wind over Bern. The 6 hourly binned WIRA data often show larger gaps of a few days in the time series at the altitudes of interest. This makes it difficult to search for 18-hour wave activity, when continuous measurements are necessary. During the highly dynamic phase at the beginning of December 2015 WIRA data with the required quality are available to complement the water vapor data. Continuous WIRA observations between 5th to 9th of December 2015 reveal a strong zonal 18-hour wave component (Fig. 9b). At the 5th and 8th of December the band-pass filtered absolute wave amplitudes reach values between 40 and 50 m s\textsuperscript{−1}. From 7th towards the 9th of December the zonal wind as observed by WIRA (Fig. 4) is significantly accelerating. Between 0.3–0.7 hPa horizontal wind speed patterns almost double.

The observation of high amplitudes of the zonal wind do not reach pressure levels below 0.3 hPa during the first event (5th of December). The second event (8th of December) shows high amplitudes almost covering the whole WIRA altitude range from 0.1–1 hPa. The second event is not represented below 0.2 hPa. In the MIAWARA water vapor data comparable 18-hour wave events on 5th and 8th of December are present and absolute amplitudes of the oscillations reach about 0.35 ppm and 0.45 ppm. For the event on 8th of December 2015, the overall altitudes where the wave amplitudes maximize (0.05–0.2 hPa) is
in agreement between MIAW ARA and WIRA. The H₂O amplitude maximum for the first event is located at higher altitudes than the one for the zonal wind. The temporal extension of the 18-hour wave activity appears to agree quite well between the water vapor and zonal wind analysis.

In the first part of the next Sect. 4.3 we will expand on possible MIAW ARA instrument and retrieval artifacts that might have an influence on our data variability in the sub-diurnal time period. In conclusion we straighten out that the observed oscillations are robust. Later we discuss the results given in Sect. 4 in context to other performed studies related to inertia gravity wave activity and non-linear wave-wave interactions in the winter mid-latitude middle atmosphere.

4.3 Discussion

A spectral analysis of local instrument related temperatures at the MIAWARA measurement site, such as outdoor temperatures, indoor temperatures, mixer temperatures, Aquiris FFT FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) temperatures, hot-load and receiver temperatures, has been performed to see whether similar prominent 18-hour oscillations are present with a possible influence on the observed wave signatures in the H₂O retrieval data. The individual temperature amplitudes were examined for several months. Figure 10 shows the monthly mean temperature amplitudes for the six different parameters in January, February and March 2016. As illustrated in Fig. 6 high wave activity with periods between 15 and 21 hours were seen in January and February 2016 but not in March 2016. Local peaks in the monthly mean amplitude spectra occur close to 24 and 12 hours for T_{Outdoor}, T_{Indoor}, T_{Mixer}, T_{FPGA} and T_{Hot} representing the diurnal temperature cycle. A typical value for the receiver temperature T_{Rec}, which is a parameter for the internally generated noise power of the MIAWARA receiver, is in the order of 160 K and the monthly average amplitude variability between the investigated periods is below 2 K. No distinct and strong variability can be identified in the period range between 15 and 18 hours for all temperature parameters that might effect the measured H₂O line spectrum at 22.235 GHz. The atmospheric temperature profile that is used in the retrieval calculation as a forward model parameter is a 3 day average profile calculated from Aura MLS observations and thus cannot generate any regular perturbations at 18-hour time intervals to our retrievals. Another parameter that is needed for the calibration of the H₂O radiometer is the cold sky brightness temperature which is dependent on the opacity. The atmospheric opacity at 22.235 GHz is obtained from a tipping curve iteration according to Han and Westwater (2000) and was also analyzed for oscillations but only semi-diurnal and diurnal variations were found which is not unusual and related to changes in tropospheric humidity. Further, we use a seasonal varying Aura MLS H₂O climatology as water vapor a priori information, that also cannot influence the observed H₂O oscillations. In context to the a priori information we looked into oscillations of the a priori contribution A_c in the water vapor data over the whole altitude range of the radiometer (0.01–10 hPa). As example we show the spectral bandpass analysis for the same three months in the beginning of the year 2016 (Fig. 11). In January and March 2016 there are quite strong mean amplitudes of up to 10% visible above 0.1 hPa, but the peaks are clearly outside of the quasi 18-hour period band. Compared to the MIAWARA H₂O amplitude spectra no obvious correlation can be identified for the 3 months.

Many parameter tests were performed to see whether a similar 18-hour variability could contaminate the data retrieval of the MIAWARA instrument and lead to artificial effects. This can be excluded and therefore the observed oscillations in water vapor are expected to be a real atmospheric feature. Since the focus of the paper is on water vapor we will not expand the
parameter tests on the wind retrieval here. Next, a short review on possible explanations for the quasi 18-hour wave will be given.

As mentioned in Li et al. (2007), the 18-hour oscillation in mesospheric water vapor could be connected to the presence of low-frequency gravity-waves (GW), also called inertia-gravity waves, of similar apparent period. In general, gravity waves are a natural feature of a stably stratified atmosphere, where the squared Brunt-Väisälä frequency $N^2 > 0$. Gravity waves can be classified into three types, with either low, medium or high intrinsic wave angular frequencies $\hat{\omega}$ (Fritts and Alexander, 2003).

The role of atmospheric gravity waves is to transport and deposit momentum by wave-breaking. Besides shear instability, breaking events are an important source of turbulent kinetic energy production near the mesopause (Fritts et al., 2003). As the sub-spectrum of gravity waves is large, plenty of different triggering mechanisms exist, including: Orographic lifting, spontaneous emission from jet streams and fronts, convective systems or water waves on oceans. Strong emissions of atmospheric gravity waves of low frequency (periods from a few hours to about 24 hours) were detected in the exit region of jets in the upper troposphere, as presented by Plougonven and Zhang (2014) and references therein. A coherent 10.5 h low-frequency GW packet with vertical wavelengths between 4–10 km has been studied by Nicolls et al. (2010). They suggest a geostrophic adjustment of the tropospheric jet stream a few days before the actual observation as the main triggering mechanism of the inertia-gravity wave packet.

Li et al. (2007) described an 18-hour inertia-gravity wave. They used sodium-lidar measurements to probe the atmosphere between 80 and 110 km. In a 80-hour lasting campaign (December 2004) observations of temperature, sodium density, zonal and meridional wind were conducted. A linear least square data fitting revealed strong amplitudes in the wind fields with a characteristic increase with altitude. Wind amplitude peaks were detected between 96 and 101 km. The 18-hour signal was also present in temperature and sodium density, but less distinct. By applying linear wave theory, for details see e.g. Chapter 2 in Nappo (2002), an estimation of the horizontal wave propagation direction (245 °), wavelength (about 1800 km) and phase speed (28 m s$^{-1}$) could be determined for the first time with experimental data from a single instrument (Li et al., 2007). The vertical wavelengths were estimated to be between 15–18 km below an altitude of 97 km. The upper measurement limit of the MIAW ARA water vapor radiometer is approximately at an altitude of 75 km (0.02 hPa) and does not reach the same altitudes as the previous mentioned sodium-lidar system. Still the vertical resolution of our instruments would be high enough to capture inertia-gravity waves with vertical wavelengths of about 20 km or larger. An advantage of microwave radiometers is that they can measure during day and night in a continuous operating mode and are not critically influenced by the occurrence of clouds whereas lidar instruments usually are.

Revealing the possible observation of an 18-hour inertia-gravity wave in our measurements would require more co-located atmospheric profile measurements of both zonal and meridional wind and temperature. The main point would be to check if the vertical wavelengths are large enough for our microwave radiometer observations with a vertical resolution of more than 10 km to be able to see it. Further, in case of inertia-gravity waves with a ground related frequency of around 18 hours a specific background wind speed is required that reduces the actual intrinsic wave frequency (Doppler shifting) below the inertia frequency which is 16.44 h at the location of Bern.
In principle it would be possible to apply the hodograph method (Sawyer, 1961) with wind data from the WIRA radiometer and derive inertia-gravity wave parameters. During the time period when the WIRA data was analyzed for this study the instrument was not able to provide meridional winds with sufficient high quality. Thus we were not able to derive hodographs in the upper mesosphere. We note, that a substantial number of gravity wave studies (Li et al., 2007; Plougonven and Teitelbaum, 2003; Baumgarten et al., 2015) made use of the hodograph analysis.

A Doppler wind and temperature lidar measurement campaign in northern Norway by Baumgarten et al. (2015) identified a number of inertia-gravity wave cases at altitudes between 60–70 km with emphasis on upward propagation and vertical wavelengths in the range 5–10 km. One observed gravity wave had an apparent period of approximately 11 hours. Such a gravity wave could not be observed with our microwave radiometers due to a too low vertical resolution.

A dynamic feature of the winter time mid-latitude mesosphere is the polar vortex. Since large meridional gradients in tracer concentrations exist across the vortex edge, it could be that a regular movement of the vortex edge above an observation site triggers an oscillation in an atmospheric trace gas such as H$_2$O. Indeed we find such oscillations of the polar vortex edge during winter above Bern, but the dominant period is 24 h in the mesosphere (0.01–1 hPa). We could not find any connection to an 18-hour period we are focusing on in this study.

Besides the potential observation of inertia-gravity wave activity in our presented H$_2$O and zonal wind data sets, there seems to be another possibility of a non-linear wave coupling between a 2-day wave and the diurnal tide. Lieberman et al. (2017) use the global NOGAPS (Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System) ALPHA (Advanced Level Physics High Altitude) model to investigate a non-linear interaction between the migrating diurnal tide and the westward propagating quasi 2-day wave. This interaction results in a westward traveling wave component (W4) of zonal wave number 4 with an apparent period of 16 h and an eastward propagating wave of zonal wave number 2 with a period of 2 days. Amplitudes of W4 are largest in the mid-latitude winter mesosphere and the wind magnitudes in the MLT reach typically 10 m s$^{-1}$ in the model data. However wind amplitudes from meteor radar measurements at Bear Lake (42 °N, 111.3 °W) exceeded those from the NOGAPS ALPHA model system. The maximal zonal wind amplitudes of the 18-hour wave component observed by WIRA at a comparable latitude reach about 40 m s$^{-1}$ in the mid-mesosphere. But the lower altitude of the WIRA measurements impede an acceptable comparison to results in the paper of Lieberman et al. (2017).

The fact, that the W4 wave shows inertia-gravity wave-like features (Lieberman et al., 2017) and has a period within our defined quasi 18-hour period band, it is likely that we observed such a described W4 wave in our spectral data analyses. For November 2014, February and March 2015 the monthly mean amplitude peaks in the water vapor wave spectrum is closer to 16 h than to 18 h, which could be a clue for a W4 wave. In contrast to satellite observations, the temporal resolution of the local profile measurements, which our instruments provide, are not outside the Nyquist limits of temporal resolution for the westward traveling 16-hour W4 wave. The information of long-term microwave radiometric observations of non-linear wave-wave couplings such as W4 could be very useful to validate numerical model results.
5 Conclusion

For the first time a dominant quasi 18-hour wave in mesospheric water vapor has been reported from ground-based measurements. A unique data set from the MIAWARA instrument with a temporal resolution of 3 hours has been examined for wave signatures with periods between 6–30 hours. Two winter time periods were used to present monthly mean wave spectra of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$.

For a considerable number of months prominent wave signatures in the quasi 18-hour (15–21 hours) period band have been identified. The packet-like occurrence in time and growing amplitudes with decreasing pressure are a inertia-gravity wave-like feature.

In the first part of Sect. 4.3 we straightened out that our ground-based observations are robust and that the retrievals are not contaminated by any considerable artifacts. Whether the observed wave is a direct image of a low frequency inertia-gravity wave is not definitely clear, but gravity waves with comparable frequencies have been observed at mesospheric altitudes in the winter hemisphere. Another promising clarification approach is the mentioned non-linear coupling of the quasi 2-day wave to the migrating diurnal tide. A much more detailed analysis of the quasi 2-day wave behavior above Bern is necessary to understand the complex interactions and wave couplings we maybe identified in mesospheric zonal wind and water vapor profile time series. This is an encouraging future research project.

It has been shown that the WIRA instrument is capable to resolve sub-diurnal oscillations, although a larger continuous observation time for such studies would be desirable. The quality of the WIRA meridional wind component measurements have a potential for improvement and could contribute to wave characteristic analyses also in regard of validations to models.
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Figure 1. The water vapor volume mixing ratio [ppm] time series measured by MIAWARA between October 2014 and March 2016. The horizontal white lines indicate at which pressure levels the measurement response drops below 80%. During the more humid and warm season between April and September 2015 the data will not be used. This is marked by the vertical black lines. A measurement gap occurred between 2015-12-28 and 2016-01-04 as shown by the white bar.

Figure 2. Monthly time series of MIAWARA H$_2$O averaged between 0.02 and 0.1 hPa for winter 2014/2015.

Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for winter 2015/2016.
Figure 4. The zonal wind vector component time series measured by WIRA between 2015-12-05 and 2015-12-09 in the pressure range 0.1–1 hPa.

Figure 5. The MIAWARA water vapor monthly mean wave spectrum with periods between 6 and 30 hours. Shown is the result of the H$_2$O amplitudes [ppm] for the months October 2014 to March 2015 (a–f). The border of the quasi 18-hour period band (15–21 hours) is indicated by the vertical black line pair.
Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for the months October 2015 to March 2016 (a–f).
Figure 7. Temporal evolution of wave amplitudes derived from band-pass hamming-window filtered MIAWARA H$_2$O VMR time series with cut-off periods at 15 and 21 hours. Shown is the time period from October 2014 to March 2015.

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7, but here the time period from October 2015 to March 2016 is shown. The measurement gap between 2015-12-28 and 2016-01-04 is indicated by the white bar.
Figure 9. 18-hour band-pass filtered absolute wave amplitudes in the pressure range 0.03–1 hPa between 2015-12-05 and 2015-12-09. Upper panel (a) shows water vapor amplitudes as observed by MIAWRA, middle panel (b) shows zonal wind amplitudes as observed by WIRA.
Figure 10. Monthly mean spectral wave analysis for 6 different temperature parameters related to the MIAWARA water vapor radiometer: outdoor, indoor, mixer, FPGA, Hot-Load and receiver temperature. Spectral analysis goes from 6 to 30 hours with a resolution of 1 hour. The results are shown for January, February and March 2016.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a) Jan 2016</th>
<th>(b) Feb 2016</th>
<th>(c) Mar 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pressure [hPa]</strong></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period [hours]</strong></td>
<td>6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30</td>
<td>6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30</td>
<td>6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(\Delta A_c) [%]</strong></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11.** Monthly mean wave spectra of the a priori contribution in the MIAWARA water vapor retrievals for periods between 6 and 30 hours. Shown are absolute wave amplitudes of the a priori contribution in [%] for January (a), February (b) and March (c) 2016.